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WELCOME TO THE TYR FAMILY!  
 

Dear FAST Swimmers and Parents, 
 
TYR is so excited to have the opportunity to sponsor Fishers Area Swim Team!TYR was founded in 1985 in 
Huntington Beach, California and is the second largest swim brand in the world. It is a partner of USA Swimming, 
US Masters Swimming, & USA Water polo. We are also partners with several international swimming federations 
and non-swimming related companies such as the Breast Cancer Research Foundation.  
 
TYR is a sponsor of many of your favorite swimmers on the US National Team and the 2016 Olympic Team. 
Some of the swimmers on the TYR roster include; Ryan Lochte, Matt Grevers, Cody Miler, Jacob Pebley, Tom 
Shields, Michael Chadwick, Dana Vollmer, Kelsi Worrell, Leah Smith, Leah Neil, Ashley Twitchell, & Molly Hannis. 
TYR also sponsors many collegiate teams around the country such as;Indiana University, University of Louisville, 
University of Missouri, University of Arizona, Northwestern University, West Point University, University of 
California Santa Barbara, Florida Gulf Coast University, &Kenyon College just to name a few. 
 
As the team begins to make the exciting transition to TYR, we wanted to inform you of a few things regarding 
team discounts, qualifier benefit discounts, team spend, andTYR technical suit.  
 
TEAM DISCOUNT 
 
As a TYR team, FAST has the opportunity to take advantage of two (2) team discounts annually through Elsmore 
Swim Shop. Coaches or team administration will let you know when these discounts will be available to the team. 
The discount is available on the following items; parkas, bags, warm ups, and training equipment (the discount 
cannot be used towards the purchase of caps, goggles, swim suits or technical suits). Again please check with 
coaches or the team administration for confirmation on team discounts dates. 
 
QUALIFIER BENEFITS 
 
As swimmers achieve time standards and qualify for specific meets, swimmers will receive discounts and other 
items for their accomplishments. TYR has extended the following discounts on technical suits for the following 
meets. TYR also offers other items to specific meet qualifier and coaches will inform swimmers when the meet 
approaches. Please note that swimmers must compete in the meets to receive items and discounts. If a swimmer 
chooses not to wear a TYR technical suit or team TYR suit swimmer will forfeit other items available in the 
qualifier benefit package. This discount can only be used at Elsmore Swim Shop and only on TYR technical 
suits.** If swimmer receives a free suit they must order through their coach. Free suits are CANNOT obtained 
through Elsmore. 
 
USA Senior National / Olympic Trial  
2 Free Technical Suits of choice + 40% off any additional suits needed 
 
USA Junior National / NCSA Junior National 
1 Free Technical Suit of choice + 40% off any additional suits needed 
 
USA Sectional / USA Futures / Fishers High School State Qualifers 
30% off any TYR technical suit of choice  
 
Age Group Championship (meet determined by coach)  
20% off any TYR technical suit of choice  
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TEAM SPEND 
 
As a sponsored TYR team swimmers are required to wear TYR. The more swimmers that purchase TYR through 
Elsmore and wear TYR on the deck the more TYR can give back to the team with our give back program. So 
make sure that the item you are purchasing says TYR! We offer everything a swimmer may need and more. Visit 
www.TYR.com to see our product line or ask Elsmore to receive a TYR team catalog.  
 
TYR Technical Suits 
 
We offer a technical suit for every level of swimmer. Please note that every brands sizing is different and when 
purchasing a technical it is important to contact Elsmore to receive recommendations on sizing. In addition, 
please review Elsmore technical suit return policy prior to purchasing a suit. Human error rips in technical suits 
are usually non-refundable such as a finger hole rip, or rip because the suit is too small. If it is a manufacturing 
defect please notify Elsmore ASAP to have the suit replaced. Elsmore will determine whether the suit rip was 
human error or manufacture defeat. Make sure to watch the TYR video on how to properly put on a TYR technical 
suit to avoid ripping.  
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BUELhTa-zng 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bq1THvTf6zw 
 
 
Entry Level Tech Suit: Fusion / Thresher Aerofit / Racer 
** Thresher Aerofit and Racer available Jan, 2018 
 
Intermediate Level Tech Suit: Thresher Legskin / Jammer 
 
Elite Level Tech Suit: Avictor 
 
The size chart available is for the Avictor. Please note that the female sizing is based on the female Closed Back 
Avictor. If looking to purchase a female Open Back Avictor go 1 to 2 sizes up from the Closed Back sizing.  
 
 
Again, thank you for choosing TYR as your team sponsor and we look forward to helping you swim fast in the 
upcoming season!  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 


